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Abstract:
The Extract Transform Load (ETL) process involves extracting data from database sources, transforming them into a suitable form for research analysis, and then loading it into a data warehouse (DW) to support effective decision-support implementation. To maintain the target of the data warehouse, several issues are discussed in the DW life cycle, ETL processes, and impact analysis for maintaining the DW. This research focuses on the issue high frequency of data changes makes ETL processes difficult to propagate the data changes and to maintain the changes history in the DW life cycle. Therefore, the focus issues of this research are identifying factors for frequent data changes that occur in data sources and the DW structure that need to be modified by performing impact analysis. The general factors of data changes in DW were identified by questionnaire from 41 respondents, and the factor of impact analysis was evaluated using the statistic test method called Kruskal Wallis H Test to make a comparison between the impact analysis factor and the category of users. The aims of this research are to perform the impact analysis of the DW process in order to maintain the DW system and to achieve DW with the right requirements definition. In addition, this will help users working with the DW to understand the elements of impact analysis in DW, especially on how to ensure the DW process runs efficiently and successfully. Therefore, the database administrators, data analysts, and DW developers can utilize these research findings as a guideline to deal with the data changes in the DW process.
Introduction
A data warehouse (DW) is a huge collection of business data. It contains business current as well as historical data that is used to benefit and effectively support an organization's decision-making. Nowadays, numerous business organizations (BO) have turned to data warehousing to ensure the accuracy and quality of their strategic business decisions. This is because, by utilizing the DW and other possible drivers in business decisions, the BO can distinguish whether the findings of the analysis can be falling into the profit or loss category (Gonzales et al., 2015).

The DW’s life cycle involves many components and processes. The main component of a DW system contains data sources, the Extract Transform Load (ETL) process, DW storage, and the front-end applications (Ta’a, Abdullah, & Norwawi, 2011). Importantly, the data is gathered from a variety of sources. It can be sourced from heterogeneous data and then transported for reporting and analytics purposes after going through the extraction, transform, and loading (ETL) process (Gupta & Sahayadhas, 2020). There are a lot of steps in the DW development architecture. These steps include looking at operational systems, figuring out what needs to be done, designing, implementing, and testing, then deploying and maintaining the system after it’s done (Asrani & Jain, 2016). Depending on how frequently the BO receives new data, data changes may occur. Any changes in data sources or the target DW are an onerous responsibility to the ETL process (Ralph Kimball & Joe Caserta, 2004). Therefore, a systematic process to examine and evaluate the changes in these data storage objects is crucial to maintaining the success of DW implementation. This systematic process referred to as impact analysis needs to be performed together by the project manager, database administrator (DBA), and DW modeler to ensure the appropriate actions can be taken.

Moreover, most current research in this area focuses deeply on the technique required for data changes issue and the lack of knowledge and awareness to identify general factors the impact analysis of data changes in the DW environment. This is because there are fewer studies that look specifically at users' perceptions of the impact of changes in data sources for DW implementation. As a result, the implementation of the DW is incomplete. The main objective of this research is to identify the general factor impact analysis of the DW process for maintaining the DW. And there are three sub-objectives; to discover the general factor for impact analysis in the DW, to perform an impact analysis factor for maintaining the DW processes, and to evaluate the factor of the impact analysis process.

Literature Review
This section presents a necessary background of information on the research's relevant literature. It is going to focus on the topic related to the theoretical issues of DW life cycle, data changes, ETL process, and impact analysis that covers the research problems.

Data Warehouse Life Cycle
A DW is a repository that integrates information from heterogeneous and autonomous sources in order to effectively implement the decision-support like reporting, visualization, business intelligence, etc (Thi, 2011). Figure 2.1 shows the DW processes.
The challenges in DW environments include integrating, rearranging, and building up big quantities of data from many systems, therefore it is necessary to create a new collective information base for business intelligence (Vyas & Vaishnav, 2017). Thus, it will be able to provide data availability for BO performance, freshness, and prediction capabilities, as well as to provide an integrated information repository for strategic and tactical decisions (Bouaziz et al., 2017). So many approaches are proposed to manage the DW issues. All these issues can be defined as a system that represents the characteristics and the actual situation of the organization.

The challenges to developing a DW are:

- **Data Quality**: Data originates from a variety of diverse sources, spanning all facets of an organisation. When a data warehouse attempts to combine conflicting data from many sources, errors are discovered. Inconsistent data, logic conflicts, and missing or duplicated data all contribute to data quality difficulties. Due to poor data quality, optimal decisions are required, which results in ineffective reporting and analysis (Pandey, 2014);
- **Comprehend Analytics**: The excellent analytics tools and reports made available through integrated data will give credit to leaders who produce correct results that have a positive impact on the future success of their enterprises. To accomplish this, the user must be aware of the exact nature of the analysis that will be performed (Chen & Zhao, n.d.; Mukherjee & Kar, 2017; Tirumala et al., n.d.);
- **Performance**: To meet the comprehensive performance conditions, a DW must be prudently designed. Although the final product can be customized to adapt to the organization’s performance requirements and to provide a stable foundation, the initial overall design must be carefully thought out (Bogale & Ababa Ethiopia, 2016; Lee et al., 2004; Tiwari et al., 2017);
- **DW Design and Cost**: People usually don’t want to waste time defining the necessary parameters for a proper DW design, but they have a strong sense of what they want from DW. Nonetheless, they are unaware of all the implications of this perspective, making the time frame difficult to quantify, and there is significant confusion between technicians constructing DW and business users. The end result is a DW that does not produce the expected outcomes for the user. As a result, there has been a significant increase in development fees, as well as a significant increase in the cost of development (Maule, 2009);
• **Human Factor:** People are not interested to exchange their routines especially if the new process is not intuitive. This hesitation can be alleviated by having an inclusive user training program, but it will require additional planning and resources (Berhane et al., 2020);

• **Stakeholders and Designer’s Gap:** DW actions are being carried out in an uncertain manner due to a lack of communication amongst the numerous parties involved in the process (Grillo, 2018), and **Data Warehouse Model and Schema:** The regular of DW schema changes have increased although tolerance for downtimes has almost disappeared. DW schema evolution eternal as an error-prone and time-consuming undertaking, because the Database Administrator (DBA) not have the suitable methods and tools to manage and automate this effort such as not forecasting and evaluating the effects of the suggested schema changes, rewriting queries, and requests to operate on new schema, and not migrate the DW.

**Extract Transform Load (ETL)**

ETL is a critical process in the DW process to make the BO strategies successful. The data in the DW system will keep in a variety of data storage systems, locations, and formats (Leslie Hendrie Spits Wamars, 2016). Usually, the data needs to be merged, cleaned, adjusted and summarized. ETL process contains three main processes, it is the procedure of extracting data from different data sources, transforming it according to the DW location demands, and loading it effectively into the DW destination (Tirumala et al., 2015). In the transformation process, data also need the cleaning operation to make data standardized and compatible with the destination database (Zekri et al., 2018a). To learn more about the ETL data process's functionality, BO can refer to Isabella's research (Isabella Johanna Swart, 2016). It clearly explains the functionality that is required for the data of ETL to start from the vestige to the DW environment. The following subsections explain the general ETL process. There are many issues of ETL that can be discussed but there are a few general issues that will make errors in the ETL process. When mistakes arise during the ETL process, the user should investigate whether data is missing from the data sources or if the information has been wrongly translated by the data transformation tool.

There are a variety of elements that can influence the issues that can generally cause errors in the ETL execution (Ardianto Wibowo, 2015; Jaiteg Singh & Kawaljeet Singh, n.d.; Romero & Abello, 2014) such as:

• **Missing Requirements Information:** Business requirements should be clear in stating how the system should behave and what actions it should and should not take under different conditions. Furthermore, the criteria should include every area of the ETL system, including its design and implementation. As a result, it is necessary to conceptually characterize the ETL operations at the outset to ensure that the user needs have been effectively understood;

• **Data Is Coming from Multiple Sources:** DW uses multiple sources of information to process the data, including information from existing database tables, information from external files (.txt,.xls,.xml), and so on. As a result, it is critical to keep an eye on and manage the information that is being acquired, as well as to ensure that all this data is processed in the same manner and, eventually, is connected to each one based on the join qualities;

• **Incomplete Data:** In the system, one of the difficulties is creating failure errors in the absence of certain properties from the data sources. Consider the following scenario: we
are utilizing a custom property to connect two data sources together. If this property is absent from one of the two sources, the execution of the ETL flow will be slowed;

- Incompatible and Duplicate Data: ETL process analysis can be affected by the entries that are generated by a system more than once, which can affect the accuracy and consistency of the results. However, it can be expected that the information supplied by the learning platforms does not contain any duplicate values unless otherwise stated, and

- High Volume or Capacity of Data: When dealing with a large volume or capacity of data, the performance of the system that creates the ETL operations might have a detrimental impact on the consistency of the data. Even though the volume of data from the data sources is not deemed to be big in this context, this performance issue has the potential to negatively impact the overall system. One possible option is to test and, if necessary, optimize the queries that were used during the fact table's generation.

Impact Analysis in Data Warehouse

Impact analysis examines the metadata that is connected to an object like a table or column. It determines the probable repercussions of a change or calculates what needs to be changed to effect a change (Tomingas, 2018). By doing a change to its structure or content, it will determine what is affected (Rajendrani Mukherjee et al., 2017). To properly load the DW, the processes of breaking and changing data-staging objects are crucial. The achievement of a project becomes harmful if ad-hoc changes to objects’ data staging are allowed. Before any changes are made, impact analysis must be completed before a table is prepared in the staging area. Most ETL tool vendors provide an impact analysis function, but this function is often overlooked during ETL product evidence concepts. DW developers assume that it is not so important.

Analysis of the impact and function of ETL is a burdensome responsibility as there are continuous modifications to the resource system and DW goals need to be maintained. Only the ETL process can be used to know exactly what the changes are. Communication between the DW modeling team members like the ETL project manager, source system DBA, and others is important to make sure any system in DW is dependent on changes, and if so, suitable impact analysis needs to be performed. In the DW environment, the impact analysis permits to list all of the attributes that would be affected by a suggested change (Ralph Kimball & Joe Caserta, 2004). Therefore, the impact of a change that occurs in any of the DW components should be able to be analyzed and be able to list all of the attributes in all other components. The questions about data change activity should be able to answer by an impact analysis solution (Ralph Kimball & Margy Ross, 2013). Some ETL tools are designed to respond to all of those questions and may use some technique. The ETL tool is very helpful in solving the questions because, without ETL tools, the DW team is essential to sustainably capturing all table and column changes from the source systems and mapping them into the DW to make sure data stay up to date.

Methodology

The research has passed in different phases and needs to follow all the phases. These contain three phases starting with finding the component of impact analysis, followed by performing the impact analysis and evaluating the results. In Phase 1, the initial phases of the study, renowned journals, publications, conference proceedings, and books were reviewed to clarify and understand the issues in impact analysis. In addition to these sources, the findings of numerous empirical studies were researched and analyzed. Based on the literature review, problem statements are defined, and study objectives are established in accordance with the
narrowed scope. Three research questions are constructed based on the objectives of the study to be achieved, and they are listed below:

- RQ1: What is the general factor for impact analysis in a data warehouse?
- RQ2: How to perform an impact analysis factor for maintaining the DW processes?
- RQ3: How to evaluate the impact analysis process?

The method used in this phase is a literature survey where some fields such as DW life cycle process, ETL process, and the impact analysis of data changes issues. In phase 2, a questionnaire was developed to be the best instrument for collecting the data in this study. The questionnaire, which is used in this study, is based on previous studies and the researchers’ assessments and adapted from Adeoye et al. (2011) and Asrani and Jain (2016) to suit the objectives and requirements of the study. The questionnaire's main goal is to determine the relevance of hypotheses to perform an impact analysis factor for maintaining the DW. It is vital to get sufficient information and responses from potential respondents. The category of the respondents is top management, middle management, developer, and operational from any BO involved in any economic sector. According to the central limit theorem (CLT), it states the minimum sample size is equal to or greater than 30. Therefore, for this survey, the minimum number of respondents from BO will be 30 as it is considered sufficient for the CLT to stand.

The questionnaire was designed based on a web-based concept using the online google forms. The questionnaire is broken into two parts. The first section inquires about the respondent's background, such as the respondent's organizational category (position), experience working in DW implementation, and the DW tools that the respondent employs at their organization. The second section of the questionnaire contains the twelve questions. Each question offers a single hypothesis and requires the user to respond using a Likert scale. The Likert scale evaluation is represented by 1 = Strongly Disagree, 2 = Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Agree, and 5 = Strongly Agree. Respondents fill out the questionnaire based on their personal experience with a data warehouse deployment in their organization. The list of questionnaires can refer to the explanations in Table 1.

In phase 3, the study's hypotheses were statistically examined in order to answer the study's questions, achieve its goals, and determine whether or not there is a positive link between independent and dependent variables. This study is non-parametric since the data collected is of the nominal and ordinal types, and the statistical tests to be performed are the Kruskal-Wallis tests. The test examines whether two or more groups' medians differ. The Kruskal-Wallis’s test will determine whether or not there is a statistically significant difference between groups. As a result, the data were statistically analyzed in the final stages of the study using the Python language and a few libraries in Python such as Pandas, Pingouin, Seaborn, Statsmodels, Scipy, and Scikit_posthocs to support the analysis in order to get appropriate descriptive and inferential statistics, such as means, standard deviation, and p values.

Result and Analysis
This section discusses the findings based on the three research questions formulated in this study. They are RQ1: What are components for impact analysis in DW? RQ2: How to perform an impact analysis factor for maintaining the DW processes? and RQ3: How to evaluate the factor of impact analysis process?
The General Factor of The Impact Analysis

Based on Table 1, it shows the list of general factors studied by some reaches about DW life cycle, ETL process, and impact analysis for data change issues. From the factor of the impact analysis, few hypotheses were generated to support the idea. A hypothesis's goal is to find an answer to a question RO1. It is designed to support the idea that all general factors significantly affect the impact analysis of the DW process. Based on the factor in Table 2, the study’s hypotheses were formulated, and they are listed below:

- **H1:** $H_0 = \text{DW user knowledge factor about data changes has a significant effect on the DW implementation.}$  
  $H_a = \text{DW user knowledge factor about data changes not significant effect on the DW implementation.}$
- **H2:** $H_0 = \text{DW data source changes factor has a significant effect on the DW process.}$  
  $H_a = \text{DW data source changes factor does not have a significant effect on the DW process.}$
- **H3:** $H_0 = \text{A good DW factor has a significant influence on making better business decisions.}$  
  $H_a = \text{A good DW factor does not have a significant influence on making a better business decision.}$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
<th>Hypothesis Classification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Data source</td>
<td>As many data sources as feasible should be supported by the DW, which should also have the capability of integrating more data sources with the reporting, modeling, and analytical approach soon.</td>
<td>H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Organization Functionality</td>
<td>Close synchronization between functional area units within a company can assist managers in making judgments about how the units work together as a whole and how they affect one another in the process of doing business.</td>
<td>H3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Data Access</td>
<td>Users should be able to obtain data changes more simply and quickly, and they should be able to extract specific reports that will help them make more informed decisions faster.</td>
<td>H2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Classification Data Changes</td>
<td>Users should be able to obtain data changes more readily and quickly, and they should be able to extract single reports that can assist them in making decisions in a shorter amount of time. Through the structured queries and reporting created by DW, organizations should be able to discover which aspects of data changes in the business are generating more money.</td>
<td>H1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Awareness</td>
<td>Users should be aware of the data changes so that the data process can be adjusted to support the required data analysis.</td>
<td>H1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 Report Generation

A single report that can depict the changing state of the business and its components in real-time must be available to senior management. H1

7 Adjustment Support

Data warehouses are capable of adapting data changes to new business processes and responding rapidly to future and new requirements. H2

8 Real Data

Objects and events specified in the data warehouse are accurately represented by the data values stored in the data warehouse. H3

9 Query Simultaneous

The DW can deal with the complexity and the number of simultaneous query data changes without affecting the overall performance of the system. H2

10 Data Correctness

In DW, the level of data accuracy should be as high as possible. H3

11 Frequency

The frequency of data changes often occurs in the data sources. H1

12 Consistent and Accuracy

Consistent and accurate data in DW will produce better reporting or dashboarding. H3

The Results

The results of the study are presented in this section, which was developed with the support of the Python and Pandas data frames. This study examines respondents’ feedback based on descriptive statistics, Cronbach's alpha, and inferential analysis, all of which are explored in depth. It gives the demographic background of 41 respondents for descriptive analysis, and then the study analyzes the Cronbach's alpha, which can demonstrate the reliability of all the variables when compared to the demographic background. Finally, to perform an inferential analysis, the Kruskal-Wallis test will be used to quantify the analysis based on the category of respondents' opinions for each factor. After that, a post-hoc test like the Dunn test will be used to identify which category of respondents is significant. The last analysis is to indicate how strong the effect size of respondents’ opinions using Epsilon square ($\varepsilon^2$).

The Respondent's Demographic

There are 41 respondents from various organizations in Penang, who have experience in DW development. There are four types of category respondent positions in the BO. All the respondents agree to be part of the survey after reading and agreeing with the consent form provided prior to the survey. Figure 2 and 3 shows the demographic respondents’ details of the survey. The percentage of responders in each category who completed the questionnaire is shown in Figure 2. According to the pie chart, the largest category of responses is operational, with 41.5 percent, middle management is second with 34.1 percent, developers are third with 22 percent, and top management is the least involved with 2.4 percent. Respondents come from a wide range of industries and used the DW in their business decisions. The data warehouse installation experience of respondents is depicted in Figure 3. The pie chart indicates that no respondent has more than 20 years of job experience, with 48.8 percent having less than five years, 31.7 percent having six to ten years, and 19.5 percent having eleven to twenty years.
The Reliability Tests

The Cronbach's alpha (CA) test is used to measure the reliability of a multi-question Likert scale survey (Bonett & Wright, 2015). A high alpha score may indicate that the variables under examination are inextricably related (Taber, 2018). First, the examination of CA for all questions used to check the reliability of all questions is 0.8987851134706583, array (0.846, 0.939) is a good level for reliability value. The second is the CA test based on the hypothesis analysis item. Table 2 shows the CA result.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>CA Values</th>
<th>Level of Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1</td>
<td>0.693102922335888</td>
<td>Acceptable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2</td>
<td>0.7138233934350439</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3</td>
<td>0.8216045732308299</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CA value of the dependent variable of H1 is 0.693, as shown in Table 3. In addition, there are four other dependent variables items: Classification Data Changes, Awareness, Report Generation, and Frequency. The CA value of H2, with 0.713 and 4 items there are four other dependent variables items: Data source, Data Access, Adjustment Support, and Query Simultaneous. The CA value of H3, with 0.821 and 4 items, is the highest, indicating that it is the most dependable variable item: Organization Functionality, Real Data, Data Correctness, and Consistent and Accuracy.

Table 3 shows the percent of data for each level of the question. It may be considered that the whole category of respondents strongly agreed on all of the hypotheses for the factor of impact analysis. To ensure the accuracy of the result hypothesis analysis, a statistical test will be performed on this data set. This analysis will determine the significance of the hypothesis's independent and dependent variables. The independent of the analysis refers to the category of the respondent, while the dependent refers to the factor of impact analysis. The values of the dependent variable are not normally distributed. Consequently, a non-parametric (Kruskal-Wallis Test) test is suitable to be used for analyzing the data (Lalanne & Mesbah, 2016; Xia, 2020).
Table 3: Result of The Questionnaire Based on The Percentage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Questions</th>
<th>Percentage of Data</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 = Strongly Disagree</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Kruskal Wallis Test

Table 4 shows the result of all the questions using the Kruskal Wallis Test. The following sample code in Figure 4 and Figure 5 is used to process data and generate the output seen below. Replace the DV value to measure other questions.

```
q1 = kruskal(data=df, dv="Q1", between = "Category")
print("Q1= " , q1)
```

Figure 4: Code Test Using Kruskal Wallis

```
Q1= Source ddof1        H      p-unc
Kruskal Category       3  2.607761 0.456131
```

Figure 5: Output of test using Kruskal Wallis

Table 4: Result of Kruskal Wallis testing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Type of Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q7</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q9</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q10</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q11</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q12</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Results of Test for Q1
Figures 6, 7, and 8 are the results that show the demographics of Q1 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents that can be concluded about the data source as a factor of impact analysis regarding the survey component can be accepted.

The Kruskal-Wallis’s test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about the data source factor significantly had a relatively moderate effect on the DW process, $\chi^2(3, N = 41)$ $H = 2.607761$, $p > .05$, $\epsilon^2 = .0651$. Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about data source factor, $p > .05$.

Results of Test for Q2
Figures 9, 10, and 11 are the results that show the functionality factors of Q2 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.

The Kruskal-Wallis’s test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about organization functionality factor significant relatively very strong effect influence in making better business decisions, $\chi^2(3, N = 41)$ $H = 4.296365$, $p > .05$, $\epsilon^2 = .1074$. Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about organization functionality factor, $p > .05$.

Results of Test for Q3
Figures 12, 13, and 14 are the results that show the data access factor of Q3 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.
The Kruskal-Wallis's test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about the data access factor significantly had a relatively moderate effect on the DW process, $\chi^2(3, N = 41) H = 1.596044, p > .05, \varepsilon^2 = .0399$. Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about data access factor, $p > .05$.

**Result of Test for Q4**

Figures 15, 16, and 17 are the results that show the classification data change factor of Q3 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.

The Kruskal-Wallis's test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about classification data changes factor significant relatively moderate effect on the DW implementation, $\chi^2(3, N = 41) H = 3.145709, p > .05, \varepsilon^2 = .0786$. Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about classification data changes factor, $p > .05$.

**Result of Test for Q5**

Figures 18, 19, and 20 are the results that show the awareness factor of Q5 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents. The Kruskal-Wallis's test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about awareness factors significantly had a relatively weak effect on the DW implementation, $\chi^2(3, N = 41) H = 1.130162, p > .05, \varepsilon^2 = .0282$. Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about awareness factor, $p > .05$. 
Result of Test for Q6
Figures 21, 22, and 24 are the results that show the report generation factor of Q6 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.

The Kruskal-Wallis’s test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about the report generation factor significantly had a relatively weak effect on the DW implementation, $\chi^2(3, N = 41) = 1.11827$, $p > .05$, $\varepsilon^2 = .0279$. Using Dunn’s test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about report generation factor, $p > .05$.

Result of Test for Q7
Figures 24, 25, and 26 are the results that show the adjustment support factor of Q7 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.
The Kruskal-Wallis test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about the adjustment support factor significantly had a relatively weak effect on the DW process, $\chi^2(3, N = 41) = 1.50966, p > .05, \epsilon^2 = .0377$. Using Dunn’s test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about adjustment support factor, $p > .05$.

**Result of Test for Q8**
Figures 27, 28, and 29 are the results that show the report generation factor of Q8 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.

The Kruskal-Wallis’s test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about real data factors significantly had a relatively very strong effect influence on making better business decisions, $\chi^2(3, N = 41) = 7.374723, p > .05, \epsilon^2 = .1843$. Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about real data factor, $p > .05$.

**Result of Test for Q9**
Figures 30, 31, and 32 are the results that show the query simultaneous factor of Q9 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.

The Kruskal-Wallis’s test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about query simultaneous factor significantly had a relatively very strong effect on the DW process, $\chi^2(3, N = 41) = 4.855696, p > .05, \epsilon^2 = .1213$. Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about query simultaneous factor, $p > .05$. 
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Result of Test for Q10
Figures 33, 34, and 35 are the results that show the report generation factor of Q3 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.

The Kruskal-Wallis’s test showed that all categories of respondent opinion about data correctness factor significantly had a relatively weak effect influence on making better business decisions, \( \chi^2(3, N = 41) H = 0.849131, p > .05, \epsilon^2 = .0212 \). Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about data correctness factor, \( p > .05 \).

Result of Test for Q11
Figures 35, 36, and 37 are the results that show the frequency factor of Q11 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents.

The Kruskal-Wallis test showed that all categories of respondent opinion about frequency factor significantly had a relatively weak effect on the DW implementation, \( \chi^2(3, N = 41) H = 1.087744, p > .05, \epsilon^2 = .0271 \). Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about frequency factor, \( p > .05 \).

Result of Test for Q12
Figures 38, 39, and 40 are the results that show the report generation factor of Q12 that respondents answered from the survey based on the category of respondents. The Kruskal-Wallis’s test showed that all categories of respondent opinions about consistent and accuracy factor significantly had a relatively very strong effect influence on making better business decisions, \( \chi^2(3, N = 41) H = 4.455762, p > .05, \epsilon^2 = .1113 \). Using Dunn's test with Bonferroni correction as a post-hoc test, it was discovered no different significance for all categories of respondent opinion about consistent and accuracy factor, \( p > .05 \).
The Findings

Based on the results in Table 3, the degree of freedom (DF) is 3 for all the questions. By using the chi-square ($X^2$) table with an alpha value of 0.05, then the value of $X^2$ is 7.815. Therefore, based on the method used by Kruskal-Wallis’s testing, if the $H$ (Chi-square) value < $X^2$, then the null hypothesis is retained. Retaining the null hypothesis is reinforced again by analyzing the p-value for all the questions with the Dunn’s test and Epsilon Square test. This proves that Kruskal-Wallis’s testing showed no significant difference between the categories because of a p-value greater than 0.05 for all questions. Thus, the null hypothesis for all hypotheses is not rejected. That means, the good knowledge of DW, the data source changes, and the good DW factors have a significant impact on the DW implementation.

Assessment and Discussion

At the beginning of the study, three main hypotheses have been identified. Based on the results in Table 4, the H1 is measured based on four factors in terms of DW user knowledge about data changes and has a significant effect on the DW implementation. First, users’ knowledge is significant for an organization to identify which parts of data changes in the business to bring more revenue through the structured queries and reporting generated by a data warehouse. Second, users’ knowledge is significant with awareness about the data changes so that the data process can be adjusted to support the required data analysis. Third, user knowledge is significant for an organization's ability to generate a report that can describe the changing state of business data at all times. Lastly, the user knowledge is significant with the frequency of data changes occurring frequently in data sources.

The H2 is a measure based on four factors based on the DW data source changes that have a significant effect on the DW process. First, the DW data source changes are significant, with the DW supporting as many data sources as possible and having the ability to integrate more data sources with the reporting, modeling, and analysis strategy in the near future. Second, the DW data source changes are significant, with users being able to access data changes more readily and quickly, as well as extract unique reports that can help them make faster decisions. Third, DW data source changes are significant, with DW being able to adapt data changes to new business processes and support future and new needs easily. Lastly, DW data source changes are significant, with DW able to handle complexity and the number of simultaneous queries of data changes without impacting system performance.
The last hypothesis is H3, it measures based on four factors based on the good DW has a significant influence in making better BO’s decisions. First, a good DW is significant with close synchronization among functional area units within the business, so that it can help managers make decisions on the overall working together of the units and how they affect each other. Second, having a good DW is significant with Data values in the data warehouse correctly representing the real-world objects and events being described. Third, a good DW is significant, with the level of data correctness in a DW being as high as possible. Lastly, a good DW is significant with consistent and accurate data in the data warehouse will produce better reporting or dashboarding. Lastly, a good DW is significantly consistent, and accurate data in a DW will produce better reporting or dashboarding.

Conclusion
This research can assist new users who want to use the DW as a tool to support the management in making a decision. Although the criteria examined are generic in general factor, if they are not taken carefully, the users might contribute to a failure by making inappropriate decisions. This is due to the fact that data changes are an ongoing process in the use of the DW system. Thus, the general issues or factors that have been discussed should not be taken lightly and seen as one of the most important parts of running the DW system. Moreover, the emergence of big data will drive the data changes more challenging and require an advanced method to manage the impact of data changes.
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